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What is Lethean building?
an open source, blockchain-backed, decentralized P2P VPN



acronym overload



open source
client, server, proxy, vpn, wallet, scheduler, payment processor



blockchain-backed
users exchange information and payments via a blockchain



decentralized
software running on each user’s computer is all that is required*



P2P = peer-to-peer
users connect directly to each other without a third party



VPN = virtual private network
encrypts your local connection to the internet





What are VPNs used for?



data protection



data protection
of your employer’s data as you transmit it



What about your data?



data protection = privacy
urls, searches, click-patterns, visit frequency



data protection = security
municipal wifi, conference wifi, coffeeshop wifi



data access



data access
to your employer’s data



What about the world’s data?
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data access = freedom





So why blockchain?



How do you pay for VPN services?



How do you pay for VPN services?
credit card, debit card, bank account, paypal



What about the unbanked?
As of April 2018, the World Bank estimates 

there are still 1,700,000,000 adults without a bank account.



What about the unbanked?
The US government estimates 5% of households are unbanked.



The unbanked are not unconnected.
“…two-thirds of them own a mobile phone.” — World Bank



Banks are not needed 
to acquire cryptocurrencies.

mining, faucets, donations, airdrops



Also, no payment gateway needed.



Customer and provider interact directly.
Anyone can be a provider. Everyone can pay that provider.



We’re not here to compete, just enable.
Our software helps existing providers reach new customers.





Decentralized Users



How do I create an account?



You don’t.
“Accounts” are based entirely on public/private key pairs.



public key
Analogous to a username or address on the network.



private key
Analogous to a password on the network.



I sign messages to you with my private key.
I address messages to your public key.



You validate my messages with my public key.
This confirms that only I could have sent them.



Your public key is used to deposit.



Your private key is used to withdraw.



To participate on the network, you need a “wallet.”
This is a misleading term.



It is just a pair of keys.
If anyone has your keys, they ARE you on the network.





Technical Overview



Providers create a new service offer.
They sign a formatted message describing their endpoint. 

This transaction involves a listing fee to prevent spam.





Customers download a wallet.
Coins are acquired via mining, participating in our Discord 

or via a trade on a cryptocurrency exchange.



Customer chooses a provider.
A transaction is sent to pre-pay the number of minutes 

defined by the provider.



Miners validate new transactions.
Transactions are grouped into blocks every two minutes.



The provider monitors new blocks.
When the customer’s transaction arrives, 

the provider enables connectivity.



The customer continues to browse.
New transactions are scheduled at a 

provider defined interval to maintain the connection.



The customer disconnects.
Each session is rated by customers to promote quality providers.





Technical Specifics



CryptoNote based Monero fork
blockchain



untraceable payments
blockchain



un-linkable transactions
blockchain



resistant to analysis
blockchain



two-minute block time
blockchain



standard HAProxy binaries
proxy



standard OpenVPN binaries
vpn



Linux, Windows, macOS
cli and gui wallets



Chrome, Firefox, Opera
browser extension



Linux + Dockerized
provider dispatcher





Mining Specifics



Mining Specifics
but first…



Mining Basics



It is what powers the network.
Miners validate transactions. 

The validation process uses electricity. 
Miners are compensated with coins for their work.



We use egalitarian proof-of-work.



CPU and GPU friendly, ASIC resistant













Let’s put this all together!
demo time





Eskerrik asko!
Alguna pregunta? 

Any questions? 

Michael Iedema 
@iedemam.com/presentations

https://lethean.io


